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How can i change my primary language of Windows like
from English to my native language which is Hindi? I've
looked at this and this but they refer to a period before

the language issue existed. A: I have looked everywhere
and I have found a solution finally. I tried using 4

different methods (steps) but they failed. Then I asked
on a Windows Insider (The community forums of

Windows) and they said "Beta" was the proper way to do
that! Here is what I did: Windows 10 Anniversary Update
64-bit As administrator Using a command prompt 1- Run

"Region" command: C:\Program Files (x86)\Windows
Kits\10\bin\x64\xplore.exe /add-oem-regional-

settings.reg 1- Close all programs (if there are other
programs open, close them also). 1- Restart the system.

3- Open the Control Panel and select Region and
Language 4- Click on Switch to the correct language 5-

Then click on Change Advanced system settings. 6- Click
on and choose: Text only. Hope this helps those who
were stuck. Deron Williams in Philadelphia Published
June 22, 2009•Updated on June 22, 2009 at 10:45 am
NBA Free Agency Tracker Here are the latest moves in
the free agent frenzy. Cleveland Cavaliers star point

guard Deron Williams is expected to sign with the New
Jersey Nets, league sources told ESPN The Magazine's
Chris Broussard. The Nets, meanwhile, have reached

agreement on a two-year, $18-million deal with Williams
that will begin when he's medically cleared from

arthroscopic surgery in the coming days, league sources
told ESPN The Magazine's Chris Broussard. Williams, a

three-time All-Star, will have a player option in Year 2 for
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$13.8 million. The Nets reportedly gave Williams a $65
million-over-six-year offer prior to Friday's start of free
agency. Toronto Raptors forward Chris Bosh signed a
three-year, $60.7 million deal with the Miami Heat on
Friday, a source told ESPN.com's Marc Stein. The deal
includes a player option in the second year. The Los

Angeles Lakers and Chris Paul are expected to reach an
agreement on a multiyear deal, but sources 6d1f23a050
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